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NEOTECTONICS OF THE ANDEAN FOREDEEP BASIN
(MARANON BASIN) IN NORTHEASTERNPERU
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Abstract
Neotectonics
f luvial
pattern
identified
by
These data with
the neotectonic

of the MaraRon basin
has been studied
using
data.
Migration
of subsiding
areas
has
been
successives
avulsions
of the
Ucaya 1 i
River.
others
from the basin
borders
allow
to
define
evolution
of the subandean/craton
margin.

La neotectonique
du bassin
du MaraRon a et0
etudiee
h
La migration
des
partir
des structures
fluviales.
zones
de
successives
de
subsidence
a et& identifiee
par les captures
l’llcayali.
Ces donnees,
avec d’autres
provenant
des bordures
du bassin
permettent
de preciser
l’evolution
neotectonique
de
la marge subandin/craton.
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Introduction
between
The
MaraRon foredeep
basin
is a transition
zone
moving toward
the
the
extensive
cratonic
Brazilian
shield,
foothills
pushed
eastward
by
the
west,
and
the
andean
remote
sensing
studies
subducting
Field
and
Nazca
plate.
Lansat and SPOT imagery)
of fluvial
pattern
at various
(SLAR,
abandonment
provide
a key
to
stages
of
activity
and
investigate
surface
deformation
of the Marafion Basin.
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Geological setting
The MaraRon Basin is a large morphological depression
where all the rivers running down from the Andes between 2Q
and 149 south merge to- form the Amazon River. During the
Cenozoic the subsiding center of the basin migrated eastward
as a result of the folding and thrusting of the subandean
margin
(Pardo 1982).
5000m of post Jurassic sediments
accumulated in the central part, and Tertiary deposits lap
eastward onto the Iquitos geanticline (Sanz 1974).

The Ucamara depression
Villarejo ([19431,1988) called "Ucamara depression" the
central part of the MaraRon Basin, a 25000 square km swampy
area, devoid of any elevation between the Ucayali and the
Ucayali rivers (fig.1). These rivers carry "white" silty water
running down from the Andes. The river divide areas are
drained and periodically flooded by "blackI waters of local
precipitation origin. The main black water rivers, follow
fossilized meander belt of the same pattern than the present
Ucayali River.
They are interpreted as former reach of the
Ucayali River which have been abandonned after an avulsion of
Three successive avulsions of the Ucayali
the main river.
cumulating a 1OOkm lateral migration toward the
River,
Southeast have been identified from these fossilised fluvial
patterns,
The Tapiche area in the southeastern part of the Marafion
Basin was a non flooded area covered by upland type forest
(bosque de altura; Stiglish 1907). According to historical
data from direct witnesses, the area began to subside during
the twenties. A 750 square km area called Punga swamp is
presently 2m below low water level, which represent about 4m
subsidence in 60 years. The phenomenon is testified by
of
remains of dead trees of the former upland forest conserved in
flooding.
and presently below permanent
life position,
southeastward avulsion of the Tapiche river
Simultaneously,
occured. Presently the river to cross through the Punga swamp,
the white waters of the Tapiche River being limited from the
black waters of the permanent swamp by narrrows, levees, less
than 5m wide. Lower stream of the Punga, the Tapiche river
follow an older river valley caracterised by extensive point
bar type river banks and oxbows.

Andean crust and Brasilian shield relationship

and

The
Moa

Ucamara depression is bordered southward by
Sierras, which belongs to the subandean

Contaya
lowland
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(Dumont
et al 1990).
The Sierra de Moa is uplifted and
its
northeastern border
overthrusted over the Acre basin deposits
along the Tapiche fault zone (fig.1).
Neotectonic
activity
of
the Tapiche fault area includes strong late Tertiary fold
and
fault
episodes,
and
continuing uplift of the Sierra de Moa
during
Quaternary.
Teleseismic
data (Assumppao
and
Suarez
1988)
suggest that the compressional regime is yet
efective
between the two blocks,
and concern both the Andean
foreland
and the Brasilian craton.
Combination
of compressional
linkage in central
Peru,
between
the Subandean lowland and the Bresilian craton,
and
active subsidence in the Ucamara depression, suggests a slight
anticlockwise
rotation
of the southern part of the
Iquitos
geanticlfne.
This rotation is responsible for the breaking of
the
Iquitos geanticline in two parts,
in the area where
the
Marafion and Ucayali rivers merge and cross the Iquitos
block.
In this area, normal faulting compatible with this rotatin has
been identified (Dumont et a1,19881.

Conclusion

Fluvial
pattern
studies
give
valuable
data
on
the
neotectonic
evolution of the Marafion Basin,
and are coherent
with
other types of data.
Tectonically
induced
subsidence,
controlled
by basement
generate
sudden
probably
faults,
avulsion
of the main rivers.
This result is in contradiction
with
the RHs&nen
et al's (1987)
model
of steady
lateral
migration of rivers as a result of subandean tectonic, as well
Subandean
areas (Dumont 1989) than
in the
in the Marafion
Basin.
The
effect of west Amazonian neotectonics on
fluvial
changes
and
ecological
evolution
make
pluridisciplinary
of these regions of a very high interest (Sale et
al
studies
1986; Dumont et al 1990).
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1 : Structural scheme of northern Peru. Large
show the stress regime deducted from neotectonic
data (faults) from the Tapiche fault zone (black arrows)
and from the Jenaro Herrera area (white arrows).
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